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SECTION.A

' 
, i (a) show that the set of all positive Rational Numbers form an infinite abelian group

. under composit ion t def ined as atb = +' 
'

| (b) Let G be a finite semi group with cancellation laws, then prove that G is group'

ll State and prove Lagrange's Theorem'

lll(a)LetGbeagroupsuchthatGlZ(G|iscyclic,whereZ(G)iscentreofG.Then

Prove that G is abelian'

Il( b) Let H and K be normal subgrcups cf a gr-ouc G such that K is subset of H Then

-:'--:l--i
ri.j.tr ( o! -J, '!,

l.lV(a)lfGandG'aretwogroupsandfisanisomorphismfromGintoG"then

Prove that o(a) = o(f(a)) for all a E G'

lv (b) Let G and G, are two cyclic groups of same order, then prove that G and G' are

, lsomorPhic to each other'

v (a) Prove that the set of rational numbers Q is a ring under the compositions

aOb=a1-b-L and' a@b=a*b-abYa'b e Q

. b't Pro,,,ethatintersectionof twosubringsof aringRissubringof R'Does''he

::r-: -: :: tl'--1^r)

' ,ct.^*,,arinac'io:- - 
- :-:-:-:: iti(a) LetRandSbetrtorings.irrer, z-:*:-:"- : - '

lf and onlY if Ker f = {0}'

vl (b) lf I and J are two ideals of a commutative ring R with unity such that I + J = R'

, Then show that I/ = I 1 J'

,Vll(a).FolanytwoidealslandJofaringR,IUJisanidealofRiffeither

I is subset of J or J is subset of l'

vll (b) Prove or disprove that there is an integral domain which has six elements'
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_ i Vlll (a) Prove that every Euclidean domain i.e. E.D. is principal ideS] dqmain

l
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Vlll(b) Let R be Euclidean Domain i.e. E.D. and a..b are anytwo non zero elements of

, R. lf a is proper divisor of b, then d(a) < d(b).

sEcTloN-c

!

,,'' lX (a) Let G be group of integers under addition and G' = {-1, 1} be group under

, Multiplication. Define a mapping f :G --> G' as f (x) = [ 1, '{rTr'ir'Jil

Then prove that f is a HomomorPhism

lx (b) Prove that a non empty subset H of a group G is a subgroup of G if and

lx (c)

a^ : e if and only if n divides m.

lX(d) lf H isa subgroup of a group G suchthat IG:H]= 2, then provethat H is normal

,. !. . 
SubgrouP of G'

lX (e) Prove that every ideal of a ring R is subgroup of ,R, but converse is not true,

ti< (f) prove that centre of a Ring R is commutative subring of R.

lX (e) Prove that every field is Euclidean Domain i.e. E.D.

tX (h) Let R be a ring s.t. a E R is idempotent i.e. a2 = a. Then show that aRa is a subring

(3)
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